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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

BurglaryCommercial

19-113988

Utility Dr St

Burglary –
Commercial

19-113979

TS-Narcotics

19-114009

Disturbance
Physical

19-114060

Criminal
Mischief

19-114000

17

TRAFFIC STOPS

22

BAKER ACTS

DATE: 12/11/2019

SUMMARY

When employees arrived, the front glass door was smashed out.
After watching video, 2 black males wearing hoodies, masks and
gloves break the glass with unknown object and enter the business
at 0200. They open the register and take the money and place it in
their pockets and exit at 0203.
Utility Dr St
When employees arrived, the front glass door was smashed out.
After watching video, 2 black males wearing hoodies, masks and
gloves break the glass with unknown object and enter the business.
The two take the safe and exit the store with nothing else. Same
suspects as above and possibly stolen vehicle 2019-113916
Town Center Blvd Deputy Rainey conducted a traffic stop on a white Dodge Charger
bearing FL tag IF37DT in the driveway of 113 Eastwood Dr after a
report that the driver was possibly involved in a physical
disturbance on Town Center Blvd and fled the area. The driver
admitted to being in a disturbance with another male reference a
road rage incident. A PC search of the vehicle yielded 239.5 grams
of cannabis. S1 was arrested reference possession of cannabis over
20g. Report by DS Rainey.
S.R. 100
Delayed Physical Disturbance called into dispatch that started in
front of FPC and continued along S.R. 100 into the parking lot of
Olive Garden. D/S Williams responded and assisted in removing the
crowd and gathering information. D/S Williams will follow up with
parties involved tomorrow morning on campus. Call still active.
CORD 305
RP advised a white male driving a Gold Explorer arrived on scene
and drove through the gate causing damage. No cameras were
located and the vehicle was unable to be located. VCSO was sent a
BOLO. See report by Deputy Clay for further.

